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Exciting Find! 
 

Most readers will have heard of the discovery 
almost a year ago, somewhere undisclosed along 
the Sorrento ocean coast, of the fossilised 
skeleton of a giant wombat. These creatures were 
the largest known marsupial mammals, as big as 
a VW beetle, and became extinct about 25,000 
years ago. 

 

Melbourne 
Museum 
scientists 
believe they 
have recovered 
all they can now 
from the fallen rocky 
roof arch, and say this may prove to be the most 
complete, best preserved, and most significant 
example of this kind of animal in Australia, 
between 40,000 and 200,000 years old. 

We hope to host a presentation about this 
fascinating discovery once investigations are 
complete. In the meantime, we feel proud of our 
local Diprotodontid - which means "two front 
teeth" - in fact, that's all I want for Christmas! 

Janet South,  
Research Officer 

 

Sources: Notes from scientists at Melbourne 
Museum, local and national newspapers 

Artist’s impression of a 
Diprotodontid  
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Dec 6th Members’ Christmas Function 
  (See details back page) 
 

Dec 21st Christmas Raffle Draw at the Museum 
  (See details below) 
 

Feb 7th  Monthly Meeting 8pm at the Museum 
  Speaker: Wayne Bastow  
  Topic: ‘Private Ernie Myers of Rye: killed in France in WW I.’  
 

Mar 7th  Monthly Meeting 8pm at the Museum 
  Speaker: Judy Walsh,  
  President, Mornington Peninsula Branch, National Trust   
  Topic: ‘The National Trust on the Mornington Peninsula’ 
 

Apr  4th Monthly Meeting 8pm at the Museum 
  Speaker: Jan Humphrey,  
  President, Southern Peninsula Family History Society  
  Topic: Researching Southern Peninsula families. 
 

COMING EVENTSCOMING EVENTS  

PROMOTION STALLS 

Dec 14th  Sorrento Dec 21st Blairgowrie 
Jan   4th  Blairgowrie Jan  25th Sorrento 
Feb   8th  Blairgowrie Feb  22nd Sorrento 

CHRISTMAS RAFFLE 
 

1st Prize - Hamper 
2nd Prize - 'One Direction' Gift Pack 

3rd Prize - Plum Pudding 
4th Prize - Buckley's Chance Voucher 

Tickets: $1 each or 6 for $5 

All butts to be returned to the Museum by Dec 20th and prizes drawn at 

the Museum after the Promotion Stall on Saturday 21st December 

If you would like to buy some tickets please email the Society at 
nepeanhs@satlink.com.au and we will post them to you. 

Your assistance in raising funds for The Museum would be appreciated. 

mailto:nepeanhs@satlink.com.au
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ROSTER VOLUNTEERSROSTER VOLUNTEERS  

A warm welcome is extended to the following new members: 

 Catherine Stirling 
 Ann McVey 
 Dr. Wendy & Assoc. Prof. Don Garden 
 Geoff & Kaye Moran 
 Gary Naughton 
 Maggie Foulsham 
 Trevor Williams 
 
We look forward to making them welcome at our functions. 

Subscriptions were due for renewal on 1st July, 2013, and there are still some 
members who are not financial.  If you have missed sending your subscription would 
you please forward it urgently as we will be removing nonfinancial members from our 
mailing list for the Nepean at the end of November.  A red dot on the envelope will alert 
those in this category to send their subscriptions. 

Judy Walsh who has been the Membership Coordinator for the past 6 years has 
retired from this position and we thank her for her years of service to the Society in this 
capacity. Judy holds many community volunteer positions and is a very busy person.  
We wish her well as she continues to serve the community particularly as President of 
the National Trust of Victoria (Mornington Branch) and as Secretary of the Friends of 
the Collins Settlement Site. 

Bev Baker 
Secretary 

MEMBERSHIPMEMBERSHIP  

Thank you to all our Roster Volunteers for their exceptional work over the whole year 
in showing our Museum to the public.  

By now all roster volunteers should have received their e-mail or letter, outlining the 
arrangements for the 2014 roster and later, the January school holiday roster. Any 
new members who are interested in joining our roster would be most welcome. 

With the improvement in weather and increase in holidaymakers, this is our best 
opportunity to showcase what we do. How frequently we can open depends on the 
generosity of volunteers in giving their time, so I hope that you can save some 
January afternoons for us!  

As this is my seventh year of doing this job, I would be pleased to hear from anyone 
and to assist them, in taking over this role? The Annual and January rosters would 
already be in place. 

Roster volunteers, please feel proud of your efforts for the year and special thanks to 
those who swapped so readily with others. As usual your rosters for next year will be 
given out at the N.H.S. Christmas function on December 6th.or posted afterwards.  

Best Wishes- Rhonda Fitzjohn (roster co-ordinator) 5984-1753. 
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Despite changes in personnel, the Committee continued with 
the Society’s traditional cycle of Museum opening, meetings, 
street stalls and functions as well as carrying out a number of 
special projects including new initiatives. 

None of this would have been possible without the pool of willing 
volunteers who have continued to assist in the running of the 
Society’s activities. Volunteers worked 4,570 hours in the 2012-
2013 financial year. 

Unfortunately Bev Baker is not continuing on the Committee in 
2013 - 2014.  Bev was Assistant Secretary for a number of 
years and Secretary for the last year. During this period she has 
been a tireless worker and a huge support to the Society. 

Don Ewart, Suzanne Ewart and Janet South were granted Honorary Life 
membership of the Society. 

We welcome to the administration team Kaye Moran, who has been giving valuable 
secretarial help over the past few months.  

The NHS Vision was updated to reflect the new Nepean Ward boundaries. 

The Society currently has 274  individual members. Judy Walsh has maintained the 
Society’s memberships for a number of years with great efficiency. Unfortunately 
Judy has recently resigned from this role. Beleura House & Garden funded the 
reprinting  of the  Society’s membership brochure. 

STRATEGIC PLAN 

An updated Strategic Plan has been produced which includes a number of strategies 
in the key areas of  building , human resources, marketing and quality assurance. 

1. BUILDING 

A plan for the development of the Sorrento Mechanics’ Institute building was drawn 
up by consultants. 

Internet access is now available for researchers in the Heritage Gallery. 

2. MARKETING 

A new Web site was established  with a modern look and improved graphics.  See  
http://nepeanhistoricalsociety.asn.au 

A new Sorrento Museum flyer was produced  

The Beachside Information Centre has included the Sorrento Museum in its new 
touch screen advertising. 

3. QUALITY ASSURANCE 

The Society was re-accredited by Museums Australia for another five years. 

4. SORRENTO MUSEUM 

Rhonda Fitzjohn has very effectively coordinated the duty roster for  the Museum for 
a number of years; unfortunately Rhonda has indicated that she is not in a position to 
do this after this year. 

Thanks to the efforts of about 45 volunteers, the Society was able to open the 
Museum at weekends throughout the year and also on weekdays during the summer 
school holidays.  During other school holidays the Museum opened two days a week. 
725 individual visitors paid entrance fees totaling $3,486. 

PRESIDENT’S REPORTPRESIDENT’S REPORT  

http://nepeanhistoricalsociety.asn.au/
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The Museum Shop and the street stalls at Sorrento and Blairgowrie continued to be a 
significant source of revenue.  

Total income for the financial year, after deducting expenses, was approximately 
$10,000. 

Collections and Display activities included: 

A function to celebrate  our ship’s figurehead  thought to be from the ship ‘Sea’ . 

Special exhibits including an  ‘Alice in Wonderland’ exhibition and a fishing and 
limeburning display.  

The development of a Local History Network travelling exhibition  

The Freemason’s Charitable Foundation’s $5,000 donation  for new display cabinets  

Donations of a number of objects related to our local history.  

Solutions to many display/collections issues thanks to our multi skilled volunteer 
Klaus Stieglbauer. 

5. ARCHIVES  

Barbara Stephenson, after about 15 years, has resigned from work with maps and 
genealogy research, and will be missed by the Archive Group.  

A number of significant donations were gratefully received during the year. 

Two valuable maps of the area were  identified and conserved thanks to a Rotary 
grant. 

Murray Adams, the Mornington Peninsula Shire Digitisation Officer, continued to 
digitise materials at both the Quarantine Station and the Society so that both locations 
have ease of access. 

The Local History Network  commenced  a local history project across the Peninsula. 

6. SPECIAL EVENTS AND TOURS 

Over the past financial year the Society has hosted 26 group tours, thus introducing 
554 persons of all ages to our museum and the history of the area. This raised $2629 
and involved a number of volunteers. 

7. HERITAGE AND PLANNING  

The Heritage and Planning Group continued to meet throughout the year. 

8. COOPERATION WITH OTHER BODIES 

The Committee continued to pursue links with other organisations on the Peninsula 
and more widely. 

9. MEETINGS AND FUNCTIONS 

Arthur Hicowe has continued to set up the meeting room , assisted by Bernie Poll. 

A survey was held concerning meeting times. As no preferred alternative resulted 
from this, meetings continue to be held on the first Friday of the month at 8pm.  

A luncheon was held at the Rye Hotel in July, in conjunction with the Rye Historical 
Society and the Society’s end of year function continues to be held in December. 

10. FINANCE 

Throughout the year the Committee has been cognisant of the need to maintain a 
healthy financial situation whilst developing new initiatives.  

Doreen Parker 
President 
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HERITAGE WATCHHERITAGE WATCH  

 
Sorrento Post Office   
Detailed development plans, to go eventually to  Council for approval, are 
expected during November. As previously reported the new owners have 
stated their intention to renovate and restore the building generally in 
accordance with the original (1905) fabric. (See story opposite) 
 
Collins 1803 Settlement   
NHS continues to press for coordinated management at this important 
heritage site, in accordance with the recommendations of the approved 
Management Plan. To this end we are having continuing discussions with 
representatives of Parks Victoria, the Shire Directorate, and ward 
Councillors. 
 
Police Point Shire Park   
NHS is monitoring the implementation of the master plan for Police Point 
Shire Park at the entrance to Point Nepean. The financing of this project over 
a reasonable time frame remains a significant issue, but we are hopeful that 
the heritage Calling Ground proposal developed by John Dyke will be 
achieved this year or next. NHS is providing photographs and advice 
regarding post-and-rail fencing at Police Point as it was  a century ago. 
 
Point Nepean National Park   
Our questions concerning current State government moves to lease out the 
Quarantine Station have been forwarded to the State Department of 
Environment and Primary Industry. This is in preparation for the visit to a 
Coalition meeting in November by the Departmental  officers involved in 
handling developers' proposals made  through an advertised Expressions of 
Interest process.  
 
New Residential Zoning    
Shire proposals, for the scheduling  of residential streets in Nepean and 
other wards in accordance with new State planning, are awaited and will be 
examined when they become available. 
 
Frank Hindley 
Heritage and Planning 
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When Sorrento Post Office was put up for sale earlier this year there was some 
trepidation among N.H.S. members. The concern was that the purchaser might plan 
to develop this valuable and important building site and try to modify the national 
Heritage Listed building. 

But our fears were quickly put to 
rest when Peter Griffin A.M. 
visited the museum to tell us HE 
had purchased the property. He 
is a member of N.H.S. and 
recently received a National 
Trust award for the heritage 
restoration of his lovely house 
‘Cliff Rest’ at Portsea done in 
consultation with Heritage 
Advisor Lorraine Huddle. 

Peter and his wife Terry met with 
a small group of the NHS Committee and Frank 
Hindley in September to discuss the plans they 
have for the Post Office building and site. Working with Lorraine Huddle and 
Mornington architect Steve Hofer the Griffins hope to restore the historically 
significant features of the original 1905-09 plan and create an iconic and beautiful 
heritage building for Sorrento.  

The old original entry will be reinstated on the West side. More recent additions to the 
building will be removed and the front archway, door and 2 framed windows restored. 
The original western return verandah will be restored and the courtyard garden 
available for public access. This will be a green space with trees. Original internal 
features such as the fireplace and the ornamental ceilings will be kept. 

A new red brick building will be erected adjoining the old but very much designed in 
sympathy with it and echoing its features. Details of course are still being discussed 
with experienced heritage architect Steve Hofer but it was exciting to hear of the 
attention to detail and passion that Peter and Terry have for this very significant and 
important proposal. 

It is hoped that a detailed planning application will be available by November this year 
so that Shire permits can be granted and building begin in March 2014 and completed 
in September. 

Peter anticipates leasing this property to a retail tenant who values quality heritage 
buildings. 

How lucky is Sorrento that the Griffins are prepared to commit their energy and funds 
to this special project. 

Joy Kitch 
N.H.S Collection Co-ordinator 

SORRENTO POST OFFICE (Update)SORRENTO POST OFFICE (Update)  

The Post Office built circa 1905 
(pic from the SLV collection) 
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It was in 1913 that the name of Australia’s capital city was launched. 
Our first postage stamp with a kangaroo inside a map of Australia 
appeared, as did the first Commonwealth 
banknote the ten shilling note which, in that year, 
was considered a good week’s wage. 

In Melbourne, with its population of 651,000, it 
was ‘the year of the dome’, with the opening of 
the domed reading room at The State Library of 
Victoria. For the first time, lost dogs had a home 

in North Melbourne, The Eye and Ear Hospital was completed, 
and the demolition company of ‘Whelan the Wrecker’ was starting 
to make its mark upon Melbourne’s skyline.  Daniel Mannix, who 
was to become Melbourne’s Roman Catholic Archbishop for 46 years, arrived in 
Australia, and half a million people came to visit Luna Park in its first year of 
operation……..”just for fun”. 

 

Sorrento in 1913 seemed to offer more subdued pieces of news than in the previous 
year, which contained a drowning, a shipwreck, a hotel fire, misplaced vice-regal 
property and a conflict of local judicial interests. 

A glance through the twopenny Saturday Weekly 4 page edition of the ‘Mornington 
Standard ’(Frankston) reveals the following literary gems of 1913: 

(January) Swimming and Life Saving Education at Sorrento. 

The Physical Education teachers held a summer camp on how to be trained in 
aspects of swimming and life-saving drills. Mr. F. Beaurepaire (Education Department 
organiser) is the camp commandant in charge of this instructional portion of the 
camp. 

(February) Vaccinate or be Fined. 

George Murphy of Portsea failed to have his child vaccinated. Murphy pleaded guilty 
and was fined £2. 

(February) Robberies from Bathing Boxes. 

A number of robberies from bathing boxes have occurred during the past month. 
Constable Brennan has been making enquiries and a boy age 14 is summoned to 
appear before the children’s court on the charge of theft of a gold watch valued at £5. 
The property belonged to a visitor from Melbourne. The missing article has been 
recovered. 

(February) Commercial Enterprise. 

William Fletcher of Port Melbourne was fined £3 with £2.15.0 costs for running an 
illegal bay ferry service between Sorrento and Portsea on Boxing Day. Fletcher made 
no secret of the fact that he was at the Sorrento pier with the intention of making a 
shilling or two by calling out in a loud voice, ‘Portsea and back for one shilling return’. 

SORRENTO 1913SORRENTO 1913  
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(March) Gambling in the Park. 

When things got a bit boring on their annual picnic, two Sorrento visitors, Williams and 
McDermott decided to engage in a game of ‘pitch and toss’ in Sorrento Park. Both men 
did not count on the vigilance of the local police who arrested both men. At court, at a 
later date, Williams was fined 5/- and McDermott 10/-. Presumably McDermott’s 
winnings were in excess of his accomplice. 

(May) Death of a Hero. 

A young Sorrento local E. E. Parsons died in 
Melbourne after a short illness. Parsons was a 
member of the Sorrento Rocket Crew and had 
received a medal from the Royal Humane 
Society for rescuing a boy in the South 
Channel. Parson’s remains were brought down 
to Sorrento by the steamer ‘Charlotte Fenwick’. 
He was buried in the Sorrento Cemetery. 

(July) A Vile Act. 

The cruel act of deliberate laying of poison bait around Sorrento has accounted for the 
death of over a dozen dogs including harmless pets. The correspondent reported, ‘the 
act was cowardly and to the person unknown, the lynch law would not be too good for 
him’. A reward of 10 guineas is offered to find and convict the person. 

(September) Sorrento Jetty gets an Upgrade. 

Work during the winter months has not been idle around the Sorrento Jetty with the 
head lengthened some 60 feet and the erection of a concrete sea wall along the 
western foreshore replacing the old wooden structure. The works for this project was 
carried out by H. Watts at a cost of £1,200. 

(December) Open Air Concerts at ‘The Conti’. 

Sorrento’s 1913 concluded on a joyous note when, during the festive season, two open 
air concerts in the grounds of The Continental Hotel were held. Both concerts were 
organized by Constable Brennan and successfully raised funds for the newly formed 
Sorrento Tennis Club and life-saving apparatus at the back beach. 

Amidst such happy times, while the youth of Sorrento enjoyed and lived life to the full, 

in another and most likely unknown part of the world, war clouds were quickly 

gathering. Little did they realize that their hopes and futures would soon be crushed 

upon the battlefields of Gallipoli and the ‘Western Front’.  

In time, Sorrento, like many other small communities in Victoria, would come to regard 

the year 1913 as, ‘the lull before the storm’. 

…..’and so dies this year’  (Georgiana McCrae in her journal) 

Peter Munro 

SORRENTO 1913SORRENTO 1913  
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MUSEUM COLLECTION NEWSMUSEUM COLLECTION NEWS  
Two new display cases should soon be installed in Room One on the south wall. 
These are a result of the generous grant from The Freemasons Public Charitable 
Foundation and the endeavours of previous NHS president, Robert Barnes. Tascho 
Systems, the Melbourne makers of these cases, has given us a very good deal and 
we appreciate their generosity and the good relationship developed with them by our 
Don Ewart. 

Following all the excitement about our ship’s 
figurehead being almost certainly identified as from the 
ship Sea we arranged quotations to conserve and 
display this precious old bird. To raise the thousands of 
dollars now required we have applied for grants from 
the Maritime Museum in NSW and Victorian Local 
History Grants. Results of these will probably not be 
known until next year. 

Media publicity about the figurehead has led to a number of contacts and new 
information/questions about  Sea’s passengers and crew. Bob McKenzie ‘over the 
other side’ continues his research via old news papers and the ship’s logs. 

Museum re-accreditation is good news but we must 
follow up by legally registering our Aboriginal and many 
Maritime artefacts with the appropriate bodies. This will 
require a considerable amount of work so if you have 
any odd hours to spare on a Tuesday please contact 
us. 

Thanks to wonderful volunteer Klaus Stieglbauer 
storage shelves in the shed have been reinforced  so 
that visitors to the figurehead and volunteers no longer 
risk injury from falling objects. 

Keep an eye out for the BIG FUNDRAISING drive in 2014 to enable the 
implementation of the Museum Master Plan beginning with an appropriately 
temperature managed storage facility for artefacts to improve display space and 
design. All ideas welcome. 

Joy Kitch and Jo Davie Collection Co-ordinators 

Microliths 

ANTIQUES MORNING at SORRENTO MUSEUM   

for members and friends 

10.15 -12.15 TUESDAY February 18th 2014  

Enjoy morning tea and bring along one object for our knowledgeable expert to 
inspect. 

$5.00 for registration and entry. 

Advisable to register your interest by phone 5984 0255 or email 
nepeanhs@satlink.com.au  if you wish to have an object considered. 

Our figurehead 

mailto:nepeanhs@satlink.com.au
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SPECIAL EVENTS AND TOURSSPECIAL EVENTS AND TOURS  

Another Time, Another Life - History Competition for local schools.  

Several of us have been kept very busy over the past 
weeks judging the 315 entries. All except one were  
from Sorrento Primary School and the standard was 
impressive. Over 120 children and adults packed the 
museum for the presentation of the prizes and display 
of entries held at  Sorrento Museum on Saturday 
November 23rd. Professor Weston Bate was guest of 
honour. All enjoyed the excellent morning tea. 

Tours.  

Over the past month we have hosted a couple of notable groups: The Archaeological 
and Anthropological Society of Victoria had their annual field day here at the Museum 
and at Point Nepean with Des Young. Last week the Association for the Study of 
Australian Literature Vets held a conference in Queenscliff and seven retired 
professors braved the icy weather to visit us. Both groups were most appreciative and 
complimentary about our Postcards DVD and our museum exhibits. 

Preparatory to the scheduled visit of Sorrento Grades 
1 / 2, Natasha and I spent an hour at the school on 22nd 
October. Our programme was well received by 90 
eager little people who learnt about the origin of milk, 
handled relics of a cow and listened intrigued to stories 
of early Sorrento. Their education was further enhanced 
a week later when history came alive for them in the 
museum and they made butter in Watts’ Cottage. 

History Fun and Games  

Despite extensive advertising, the three days of 
this event for the RHSV History Week in October which earned us a splendid new 
banner, only yielded seven families in total. However they had a ball and the 
attendance of over 40 adults made the effort worthwhile. Robin Carlyon demonstrated 
the use of her spinning wheel, keen interest was also shown in the other crafts and 
there were old-time games to play as well as an opportunity to participate in 
Grandma’s Wash Day. The museum was open from 10am and some visitors were 
grateful for the opportunity to find us open earlier than usual. The presence of the 
Sorrento Croquet Club in the Pioneer Park was an added attraction. Those involved 
feel the weather and competing functions contributed to the small attendance and 
would like to repeat the event on 11th January. 

Without the willing participation of our wonderful volunteers none of our programmes 
would be possible. Grateful thanks this time to Jane Byrne, Robin, Maya and Rye 
Carlyon, David Dallas, Jo Davie, Rhonda Fitzjohn, Joy Kitch, Naomi Nicholson, Jenny 
Nixon, Faye and Bernie Poll, Janet South, Val Stieglbauer, Glenn Whipp and Des 
Young. 

Bergliot Dallas and Natasha Wicks. 

Bergliot and Natasha explaining 
where butter comes from! 



 

 

MEMBERS’ CHRISTMAS FUNCTION 
 

Friday 6
th

 December, 2012 at 5.30pm at the Museum 
 

With music from the Sapphires Trio 
 

Cost - $15 per person, pay at the door. 
 

Please telephone 5984 0255 
Or email nepeanhs@satlink.com.au 

to register your name for catering purposes 
 

ALL WELCOME 

NEPEAN HISTORICAL SOCIETY INC. 
PO BOX 139 
827 MELBOURNE ROAD 
SORRENTO  3943 
 

Phone:  (03) 5984 0255  
Fax:      (03) 5984 0935 
Email:   nepeanhs@satlink.com.au 
Web:     www.nepeanhistoricalsociety.asn.au 

OFFICE-BEARERS 2013—2014 

PRESIDENT:  Doreen Parker 

VICE-PRESIDENT:  Glenn Whipp  

SECRETARY:  Joy Kitch 

TREASURER:  Yvonne Watson  

DISPLAYS AND COLLECTION COORDINATOR:  Joy Kitch 

COMMITTEE:  Jane Eldred-Byrne, Natasha Wicks,  

Bergliot Dallas, Janet South, Jenny Nixon,  

Marie Clark, Val Stieglbauer, 

The Nepean Historical Society gratefully acknowledges the support of -  

mailto:nepeanhs@satlink.com.au

